
Spacewalk Telescopes
Price List

From 10.05.2023 the following prices apply, all previous price lists are therefore invalid.
All prices include the statutory value added tax of 19%.

Telescopes and accessories

Model Series „Infinity NL – Black Edition“

16“ f/4.3 Dobsonian Telescope with optics from Spacewalk Telescopes 4.840,00 €

Scope of supply: Complete telescope with primary from Spacewalk Telescopes (incl. test report)

Attachments: 2" focuser with 1:11 reduction, 6x30 finder

Model Series „Horizon“

20“ f/3.2 Dobsonian Telescope with optics from Spacewalk Telescopes 9.840,00 €
25“ f/3.2 Dobsonian Telescope with optics from Spacewalk Telescopes 17.420,00 €

Scope of supply: Complete telescope with primary from Spacewalk Telescopes and secondary from Antares Optics USA (incl. test report)

Attachments: 2" Baader Diamond Steeltrack with 1:11 reduction, 9x50 finder, secondary mirror heater

Accessories / Carbon upgrade Infinity NL Horizon

Surcharge for Secondary Heater 60,00 € 60,00 €

Filter slide from „Spheretec“ 210,00 € 210,00 €

Digital Setting Circles n.a. n.a.

Bag for Trusses 50,00 € 50,00 €
Counterweight 1kg 50,00 € 50,00 €

Transportation box for primary 16“ 120,00 € -
Transportation box for primary 20“ 130,00 € 130,00 €
Transportation box for primary 25“ - 160,00 €

Frame for soft ground/snow 90,00 € 120,00 €

Surcharge carbon (trusses, struts) for 20" Horizon - 1.100,00 €
Surcharge carbon (trusses, struts) for 25" Horizon - 1.280,00 €

EQ platform „Trackie“

Tracking platform "Trackie" incl. hand control box 670,00 €

Additional set of elliptical segments (optionally for 40/44/48/52/56/60° northern latitude) 30,00 €
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Optics

Parabolic mirrors standard sizes

Primary mirror 300/1300mm, Borofloat 25mm 1.500,00 €
Primary mirror 355/1500mm, Borofloat 25mm 1.920,00 €
Primary mirror 400/1700mm, Borofloat 25mm 2.540,00 €
Primary mirror 455/1900mm, Borofloat 25mm 3.220,00 €

Primary mirror 500/2000mm, Supremax 31mm 3.950,00 €
Primary mirror 500/1600mm, Supremax 31mm 4.420,00 €

Primary mirror 635/2100mm, Supremax 34mm 9.350,00 €

Please ask for other sizes or focal ratios separately, as this is a special production and the prices must therefore be calculated first. 

The mirror diameter has to be between 300...635mm, the focal length must not exceed 2,200mm and the focal ratio must not be 

faster than f/2.9. 

Scope of delivery: mirror incl. test report, aluminum coating with protective layer, transport box

Packing and shipping costs

Complete telescopes (shipping)

within Germany 90,00 €
within the EU and to Switzerland Upon request 

Parabolic mirrors/tracking platforms

within Germany 40,00 €
within the EU and to Switzerland Upon request 

Ordering information

1) The order is made by email.
2) After the order is received, you will receive a non-binding offer within a few days.
3) The deposit amount is shown in the offer.
4) The remaining amount is to be paid in principle before dispatch or self-collection.
5) Payments are only accepted by bank transfer, cash payment is not possible.

6) Consultation by telephone is only possible after prior appointment by email.
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